
[One Day Live Training] Mixing In Stirred Tanks
- Dublin, Ireland - Oct 10, 2017

Stirred tank mixing

DUBLIN, DUBLIN, IRELAND, September 5, 2017

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Tridiagonal Solutions Inc, is organizing

Mixing in Stirred Tanks - a one day training program to enable

chemist and chemical engineers with the latest mixing

calculations and scale-up methods in the chemical process

industry space.

This course will review principles of mixing in stirred tanks,

provide recommendations for process design and scale-up,

plus enable participants to apply these principles and

recommendations to their mixing processes and problems.

Additionally the course will explain how “MixIT – an enterprise

software to predict stirred tank performance” can help

facilitate knowledge management, collaboration and use of

mixing science within a global organization to accelerate

reactor design, process scale up, process optimization and

troubleshooting associated with stirred tanks.

The training is taking place on Tuesday, Oct 10, 2017, 9 am IST

at New Horizons, Strand House, 24 Strand Street Great, Dublin

1, Ireland. Registration instructions are available at

http://mixit.tridiagonal.com/mixing-in-stirred-tanks-one-day-training-ireland-2017

The training is conducted by Dr. Ameya Durve, Mixing Expert at the Chemical Reactor

Engineering Group at Tridiagonal Solutions Inc. Over the past years of his career, he focused on

R&D, Design and Scale up of stirred tank reactors. His work also includes topics on gas-liquid and

solid-liquid flows in stirred tank reactors using experimental methods and computational

modeling.
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